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UH Open Access Service:
“Meow” Version

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1.    University of Houston’s Open Access initiative started with implementation of our IR using DSpace from TDL. Electronic thesis and dissertations is the main content we have collected and distributed via this venue. We had a redesign of the front page to align with UH branding and to make it more user-friendly.  It looks pretty impressive with an improved user interface, but it’s just a repository space for ETDs (limited content)



UHL Strategic Goals and Initiatives

Goal One: 
Position UH Libraries as a Campus 
Leader in Research Productivity

Initiative: 
Expand and promote repository 
services enabling researchers to 
acquire and use collections for 
research endeavors as well as to 
store, preserve and publish 
research output

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1.    UH Libraries developed our 5 year strategic plan over a year ago. One of our ambitious goals is to position UH Libraries as campus leader in research productivity. We have a list of initiatives under this goal. One of them is to expand and promote repository services enabling researchers to acquire and use collections for research endeavors as well as to store, preserve and publish research output.



Cougar Scholar Open Access 
Team
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cougar Scholar Open Access Team is one of the project teams to help implement this strategic initiative. It’s a collaborative team with colleagues from various units. We received lots of help from Liaison Services, Web Services, and Communications units.



Cougar Scholar Open Access Team

Charge:

Develop strategies, workflows, and marketing 
materials to expand services associated with two 
digital repositories focused on promoting open 
access to UH scholarly data, publications, and 
products: UH Libraries Institutional Repository 
(UH IR) and the Texas Data Repository (TDR). 

Deliverables:
• Rebranded repositories
• Documentation and policies regarding UH IR 

and TDR
• Online self-deposit mechanism
• Marketing materials to promote open access
• Content deposited to repositories

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1.    Our team was charged to expand UH OA services to promote UH scholarly data, publication and other research products. Our deliverables were to create UH branded online platform for researchers to ingest both scholarly publications and data sets; to develop content ingestion guidelines and policies; to pilot with campus units to ingest content into the repositories; and to promote our expanded OA service to our researchers.



Project Planning and Strategies

Phase I: 
Internal Preparation

Phase II: 
Pilot/Partnership with Campus 
Units

Phase III: 
Communication and Report

Sub-teams 
for main 

tasks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
UHL is good at phased project planning.  Our project plan is divided into three phases. Phase one was devoted to lots of activities for internal preparation. Phase two was for pilot and partnership with campus units for content ingestion.  Phase three was used to do process analysis and report. With the project plan in place, the team is ready to execute the plan. 



Phase I: Internal Preparation

• Environmental Scan
• Open Access Portal Creation
• Repository Functions Enhancement
• Documentation
• Training Materials
• Promotion and Marketing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’ll cover the different activities of the first phase generally, and then show you a few examples to give a little more detail. First, the team conducted an environmental scan that consisted of a literature review, focus group sessions, peer institutions benchmarking, and survey analysis.We worked with the Web Services team to create an open access portal to connect users with the IR and UH Dataverse. Based on feedback from an earlier internal library pilot to expand IR services, we made some modifications to the DSpace repository interface and submission workflow.We created documentation for each repositoryTraining materialsAnd promotion and marketing materials



UH Open Access Platform:
“ROAR” Version

https://libraries.uh.edu/roar

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the Cougar ROAR portal - ROAR for Research Open Access Repositories - which is a one-stop site to connect users with the Institutional Repository and UH Dataverse.The primary purpose of the website is to assist users with submitting and discovering works in the Institutional Repository and/or data in UH Dataverse.It includes a search box for each repository, links to submit works, and links to more information.Expanded services for all UH CommunitiesDocumentation and Guidelines“About” page for both repos“Quick Start” guidesPoliciesScope of eligible content, file size limits and criteria, metadata supported, licensing options, etc.Metadata GuidelinesReduced number of fields visible to user



Repository Functions 
Enhancement

• Streamlined self-submission form
• !
• Tidied up communities and sub-communities 

in IR
• Researching statistics/usage modules

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As I mentioned, based on user feedback, we made some modifications to our IR, which is a DSpace instance withStreamlined self-submission form - whittling it down to one page of metadataMade the “Start a Submission” link more prominentTidied up communities and sub-communities in IRResearching statistics/usage modules



Training Materials

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We created training materials includingUser guides and step-by-step slides that could be used by the submitter of for others conducting trainingOffered individual training sessions to pilot participants



Promotion and Marketing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is an example of some of the promotion we did:Postcard distributed across campus and in faculty “common” areasWe also: revamped Open Access web page created and distributed “OA: How to Begin” worksheet



Phase II: Pilot Program

• Recruited pilot 
participants and 
partners

• Developed outreach 
strategy

• Tested submission 
workflows

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In phase 2, Over a 3-month period, we implemented a pilot program to refine our different ingest approaches soliciting testers for both a self-submission approach and a mediated submission approach where faculty would provide their CV and we would enter eligible works into the IRThe team recruited participants by collaborating with Liaison and Branch Services, who helped identify prospective individuals and departments who were likely to be interested, as well as by following up with focus group participants who had previously expressed interest in the ROAR initiative.The team also reached out to other campus units to see what programs might produce works eligible for the IR. We were able to partner with the Honors College, the Graduate School and the Hobby Center for Public Policy to ingest their works. We also plan to continue relationships with the Honors College and the Graduate School to add projects from their different student research events to the IR.As Cougar ROAR is a campus-wide initiative, we see it vitally important to communicate this initiative to our campus administration and governance groups  and determined a communication plan for this.



Submission Testing

• Self-deposit
• Mediated deposit 

through CVs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We had a very low response for self-deposit a few interested and just 1 faculty member participating. We had more luck with the mediated strategy with 8 total participants. In addition to that, we were able to add works from the Honors College and Graduate School’s research days. This testing was really valuable because, while low volume, it gave the team a chance to develop strategies for content management, description, and upload for the different methods of deposit. The depositing of materials into the repositories during this pilot phase occurred in three primary ways: 1) pilot participants were asked to self-deposit their scholarly works to the repositories; 2) pilot participants were given the option of submitting their CV to the Cougar ROAR SPIET team and having the Libraries staff process their publications for copyright compliance then deposit eligible content into the repositories on the researcher’s behalf (mediated deposit); and 3) newly established partnerships with the Graduate School and Honors College led toward the deposit of 267 high-quality student research projects to the IR, including projects presented at Undergraduate Research Day (URD) 2017 (including many developed by the 2017 cohort of Summer Undergraduate Research Fellows (SURF)) as well as those accepted as part of Graduate Research and Scholarship Projects (GRaSP) 2017.Self-depositAfter recruitment, four faculty members responded to the team’s email prompts to self-deposit their research products. The team composed a message for Liaison Services librarians to send to faculty members/researchers who might be interested in the self-deposit pilot program. Participants were asked to log into the Institutional Repository, supply the required metadata for scholarly items, and upload the digital file(s). The team provided a feedback survey for participants to complete upon uploading content. The survey solicited opinions on the ingest process and potential future Libraries services and ROAR features. One faculty member participated in the self-deposit pilot and provided feedback via the survey. Mediated depositThe team collected CVs from five faculty members who expressed interest in mediated-deposit pilot program. An additional three faculty members also participated through word-of -mouth from the initial five, bringing the total faculty member participants to eight. The Digital Scholarship Coordinator and Metadata Coordinator worked with MDS Metadata Unit staff members to develop largely automated workflows for the mediated deposit of scholarly works listed on faculty CVs, with the expectation that this could become a marketed library service in the near future. The mediated deposit pilot allowed staff to develop, test, and document workflows for processing not only publication data from CVs but also workflows for processing UH faculty research data exported from major databases, such as Scopus and Web of Science, format the data into repository-compliant articles and metadata, and batch ingest these packages into the Institutional Repository. The team reached out to the Honors College and developed workflows that will allow for the annual deposit of Undergraduate Research Day (URD) and Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship (SURF) projects into the IR. The team also worked with staff at the Hobby Center for Public Policy to deposit a cache of their white papers to the IR, and partnered with Graduate School administration to establish a workflow for the annual processing and deposit of Graduate Research and Scholarship Projects (GRaSP) into the IR. The team has initiated conversations with several other academic units on campus to establish similar routine partnerships 



Phase III: Data Analysis and 
Report

• Brainstorm activity to 
generate 
recommendations

• Collective effort to 
draft final report



Findings

• Pilot participants: 11
• Number of items 

deposited: 570
• Mediated deposit 

preferred by faculty
• Copyright
• System 

improvements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Overall our findings reflect those of other libraries that have conducted similar studies.There was a very low participation rate among faculty for the self-deposit option to the repositories, likely due to a variety of factors, such as low investment and lack of time, interest, and/or understanding of Cougar ROAR and its benefits. There was a far higher participation rate among faculty for the mediated deposit option (library-assisted submission). This finding, along with a strong interest in faculty to be supported by the libraries with future deposits, suggests that offering a CV service for faculty would be a popular way for the libraries to recruit additional content and make UH research visible and discoverable globally.CV services typically follow a set workflow, including:Faculty member initiates the service by sending a CV or list of publications to DRS/UH Libraries.DRS (trained student workers supervised by the Digital Scholarship Coordinator) surveys the list of publications, determines copyright/permissions for works, contacts publishers for permission on faculty member’s behalf (if needed), and posts permitted materials to Cougar ROARFaculty members are not clear about the copyright status of their publications, which impacts their ability to deposit to Cougar ROAR. There was a very low correspondence response rate from faculty regarding self-submission requests.There was willingness among campus partners to collaborate with Libraries to ingest student work.There was no articulated list of file formats required for content submission to Cougar ROAR.The default permission level in UH Dataverse needed to be reset to better allow users to restrict access to unpublished data.



Recommendations

• Launch Open Access 
Working Group

• Implement hybrid 
submission strategy

• Establish CV service
• Expand Cougar 

ROAR Promotion and 
Outreach

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The team gained valuable insight while developing the Cougar ROAR platform and launching the campus-wide pilot program. Our observations and findings demonstrate that, if the ROAR platform is going to serve as the backbone of a set of new Open Access services and initiatives over the coming years, it will be critical to continue developing a multifaceted approach to promoting the platform and attracting a rich variety of content. Based on the findings, the CSOAT is making four recommendations:Recommendation 1: Form and launch an Open Access Working GroupTo ensure sustainability of the UH open access initiative, the team recommends that the libraries form a team to coordinate and oversee the work of Cougar ROAR, including the navigation of technical and promotional elements required to expand the functionality and visibility of the platform. Recommendation 2: Implement hybrid submission strategyBoth existing literature and our pilot program emphasized the low rate of faculty self-submission. Rinehart and Cunningham deployed a survey to institutional repository administrators listed in OpenDOAR in the United States. The results of this survey showed that “nearly two thirds, or 22 of the responses indicated that less than 25% of the material in the IR was self-submitted. Another 6 reported no material that was self-submitted. Therefore, most IRs use mediated submission processes for their material.”The CSOAT recommends that a future submission strategy combine self-submission with a scaled-up and targeted approach to mediated submissions to accelerate content growth. Recommendation 3: Launch CV serviceThe team also recommends that DRS hire student assistants to help maintain and expand the established CV service. In order to expand and diversify content holdings and to establish and sustain the recommended CV service, it would be necessary to hire and train two student workers to assume responsibilities over the processing of materials into the Institutional Repository. We expect the production levels illustrated over the pilot period to continue at a similar pace (200-300 new items into UH IR per month) if the recommended student staffing levels are met.Recommendation 4: Expand Cougar ROAR Promotion and Outreach effortsThe CSOAT also recommends that a long-term strategy for Cougar ROAR includes expanded collaborative efforts (among different libraries’ departments and campus units): (a) to promote its benefits and related services and (b) to advance any future UH Libraries’ campus-wide open access initiatives. Building on the successful outreach and partnerships with the Honors College, the Graduate School, Engineering Department, Evolution and Ecology group in Biology, Psychology Department, Graduate College of Social Work, and College of Education, the CSOAT recommends that future efforts should continue to obtain and incorporate content from all campus units. 



Current actions

• CV Service 
operationalized

• OA Working Group
• Campus-wide 

strategic operations
• Publish work of this 

group as a case study

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hired 2 student employees to execute CV service and advise on parameters of the service moving forwardOA Working Group (Anne Washington, Taylor Davis-Van Atta, Ariana Santiago) has formed and is coordinating with key stakeholders across Library system as well as with faculty and administrators on campusActive and strategic partnerships with schools, research institutes, and administrative bodies to create collaborative workflows for the routine ingestion of student and faculty works as well as administrative records into the IR. Out of these partnerships, seek out opportunities to develop new repository services around author rights and rights reversion - in a limited capacity now, but looking to scale these services up in the coming monthsTeam is currently seeking to publish the work undertaken thus far as a case study
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Image Credits
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5 Questions To Help Brainstorm A Better Customer Service Experience, SalesForce blog, 
https://www.salesforce.com/ca/blog/2017/09/brainstorm-better-customer-service-experience.html
Big data and personalization truly comes of age: The next steps for the CMO, Marketing Tech, 
https://www.marketingtechnews.net/news/2015/aug/21/big-data-and-personalisation-truly-comes-age-next-steps-cmo/
Conclusion, Clip Art Mag, http://clipartmag.com/conclusion-clipart#conclusion-clipart-29.png
Moving Forward with a New Management Agenda, Center for Presidential Transition, 
http://presidentialtransition.org/blog/posts/170330_moving_forward.php
Recruiting Trends for 2017, Statesman Media, http://statesmanmedia.com/recruiting-trends-2017/
Results, Impacto Comunitario, http://www.impactmontereycounty.org/file/results-shutterstock57344047-convertedjpg
Software Testing, LitsLink, https://litslink.com/software-testing
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Why Infographics Should Be Your #1 Piece of Outreach Content, SerpLogic, http://www.serplogic.com/seo-news-
views/why-infographics-should-be-your-1-piece-of-outreach-content
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